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Introduction
Our second issue of I Live in SE16 is full
of information and resources about our
community. We have formed a
partnership with Rotherhithe and
Bermondsey in Transition (RABIT) to
bring you a range of articles about great
places to enjoy in the area and fun ways
to help SE16 thrive. You can read about
RABIT’s purpose in our feature article
from Kat Osborn but we have also
collected a selection of articles from our
own website (iliveinse16.com) to help
show what we can all do to make SE16 a
more sustainable place. You will find our
fun map of great resources in the centre
pages. It’s a pull-out – take it with you
and explore!

I Live in SE16 is founded on the belief
that this area has a great wealth of skills,
networks, creativity and hope. We want
to see the neighbourhood becoming
even happier, more prosperous and
enterprising. But we believe that it’s the
efforts of us all working together that
will make this vision a reality.
You can find out more about our work
on pages 10-11. Do get in touch if you’d
like to join us or contribute with an
article or want to offer an interview. We
are also looking for some further help
with the website, marketing and
broadening our advertising. Any help
much appreciated!

A few volunteers produce this magazine
and we could certainly do with a few
more friends to help make it – and the
other aspects of our work – better and
reach even more people.
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Local, Self-sufficient
and Optimistic...

How small scale actions can and will make a difference...
Now more than ever, in our world of
austerity and cuts, we need to believe
that there are actions that we can take
that can and will make a difference. The
transition movement is determined to
offer a solution.
The essence of transition is in its name.
It describes the era of change we are all
living in…. Transition Initiatives,
community by community, are actively
and cooperatively creating happier,
fairer and stronger communities, places
that work for the people living in them
and are better suited to dealing with the
changes that accompany our economic
and energy challenges.

Small things joined up
One of the co-founders of the transition
network, Rob Hopkins, published a
booked called “The Power of Just Doing
Stuff,” showing what people are already
doing to create a more resilient
economy. For instance here in London, a
Transition group in Brixton raised
£130,000 to install the UKs first innercity, community-owned power station,
with 82kW of solar panels on the roofs of
a council estate. A group in Derbyshire
created a food hub that makes it
economically viable to grow food in
back gardens for sale as an affordable
alternative to supermarkets. Other
groups have launched their own
currencies. On their own, these
differences are small, but when there
are 1000s of communities all joined up
and all creating their bit of the bigger
picture, it adds up to something aweinspiring and strong.

because, as you're walking back home,
you bump into 3 of your neighbours
including Jenny from down the road who
is setting up a new foreshore rambling
group that she wanted to invite you to
join. Life feels good – healthy, happy and
connected!
Really transition Initiatives are the
opposite of us sitting in our armchairs
complaining about what's wrong, and
instead, it's about getting up and doing
something constructive about it
alongside our neighbours.

What are you doing round here?

What does this have to do with us?
We want to build a stronger, healthier,
happier and more resilient community in
SE16. What might this look like in SE16?

Imagine the day when you get up and your
breakfast includes eggs and bacon from
the nearby city farm eaten at your
reclaimed dining table. You are part of a
car sharing scheme to get to work so your
neighbour comes by for you at 08:00 each
morning. At school, your children are
learning about eco-awareness and
renewable energy (to the point where they
nag you about the recycling on a regular
basis!). In the evening, you meet friends for
dinner and visit your local high street for
groceries. It's bustling with life all week
with small, independent businesses
because more local people spend their
money locally. You end up being late back

There are over 1000 transition towns
and initiatives around the world and the
story people tell us is that as a result of
being involved in their local "transition
initiative", they're happier, their
community feels more robust and they
have made a lot of new friends.

Visit iliveinse16.com/LOVESE16 to read
the rest of the story.
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Honey Bees Make SE16 Buzz
We all know that bees make honey! But
the truth is that their life style and
product remain a mystery to most who
live in SE16. That is until you meet
Sharon Bassey who looks after the hives
at Southwark Park, Stave Hill Ecological
Park and Galleywall Nature Reserve.
Sharon was voted London Beekeeper of
the Year last year and it's time her story
was told.
Sharon was once an innocent allotment
holder. She got involved in some plans
to install a hive of honeybees on the
allotments and ended up in charge of
them. As she got to know more about
how bees make honey, swarm and sting
(or more often don’t), she discovered a
passion that’s never left. “It’s amazing,”
says Sharon “you can be around honey
bees for years and still have so much to
learn.” Now Sharon has become the
apiarist (bee-keeper to you and me) for
SE16!
Honeybees (Apis mellifera) are
important pollinators. We rely on them
for much of the fruit and veg we eat. The

bees collect pollen on their body from
the flower’s anther whilst investigating it
for nectar on which they survive. When
they move to another flower of a
different plant of the same variety, the
pollen rubs off onto the stigma of
second plant. The pollen enables
fertilization of the flower and this in turn
allows seed to be set. Without
pollination, many plants would be
unable to reproduce.
When bees visit flowers, their main aim
is to collect nectar and pollen. They
store the nectar in their honey stomach
so they can transfer it back to the hive.
There they add enzymes and put it in a
wax cell. The liquid honey has to be
reduced by evaporating the excess
water.
Visit iliveinse16.com/LOVESE16 to read
the rest of the story.
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Rehoming your Surplus Goods
We all want a bargain! Buying something
amazing at a cut-down price always
seems more rewarding than getting it full
price! But when it comes to using shops
of second-user goods, people have some
strange prejudices. Fantastic bargains
can go begging for a purchaser for weeks
on end. And sometimes it’s just that the
goods on sale are not expected to be
available at that quality in a second-user
store.
I met up with Drea Sepúlveda-Silva (right)
who manages our local shop in Albion
Street – UpMarket 48 – and we discussed
how people view the goods on sale.

‘It’s amazing what great stuff we get
donated’ said Drea. ‘We have a fantastic
range of women’s clothes which sell well
and get continually renewed. Our
customers keep coming back and
wanting more. But we just don’t get
enough men’s clothes; we could sell
twice as many as we get through the
door.’
Drea has been with the shop for just on
three years. In that time, she’s had a big
influence on the way the place runs. ‘We
are a really local operation’ she
commented. ‘I live locally as do all the
volunteers who staff the shop. Our
customers are mostly local folk – some
well off and some not so well off. And we
donate our surplus income to local good
causes. In 2013, we supported a youth
worker to work on the local Albion
estate over the summer and this year,

we’ve part-funded exercise classes for
older people at Time and Talents. This is
a community investing time and effort in
this community.’

Not your average charity shop!
Turning to the local community for
support makes sense. Drea is very clear
that UpMarket 48 is not your average
charity shop but one that builds local
links, helping people find what they
need from across the area. Regular
customers get a cuppa and a chat so
that volunteers and customers offer
each other tangible mutual support.
The friendly and open atmosphere is
aided by the shop’s layout that makes it
easy for people with limited mobility to
get around.
Visit iliveinse16.com/LOVESE16 to read
the rest of the story.
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I Live in SE16 is a local volunteer initiative that publishes a magazine, runs a website and
holds events to bring people together and give us all a sense of pride in what SE16 has to
offer. For more information email shout@iliveinse16.com or visit iliveinse16.com

MeetUps
Meeting your neighbours was once taken for granted but in our busy lives, so often it gets
neglected. I Live in SE16 is working to create time and space for people from all parts of
SE16 life to come together and have a chat. We meet once a month on the last Friday of the
month and so far we've been to many of the local pubs and bars. Come along and
introduce yourself to the area!
31 July - Adam & Eve

28 August - Gregorian

25 September - Blacksmiths Arms

@SE16Hour
On Tuesdays each week, we meet on Twitter using the hashtag #SE16Hour. The virtual
Hour happens on Tuesdays 19:30-20:30 and we talk about all sorts of SE16 themes – news,
events, gossip, quizzes. It's very informal and great fun. If you fancy joining in, just search
on Twitter for #SE16Hour and you'll see the conversation appear as each tweet includes
the #SE16Hour tag. Simple!

Newsletter
Each month we email a newsletter to our subscribers. It is a mix of news, articles, events
and planning all about SE16 – South Bermondsey, Canada Water, Surrey Quays and
Rotherhithe. Please subscribe on our website to get your own copy delivered to your inbox.

instagram - se16hour
Share your photos of SE16 with the hashtag #SE16Hour and hey presto they appear on our
Instagram feed - great shots of the area and the amazing people who make it so special.
Let's create a storyboard of our community for everyone to enjoy!

iliveinse16.com
We are always on the look out for contributors and great stories to cover – let us know if
you want to join in. If you want to write for the website, help run it, be interviewed or your
business reviewed contact us at shout@iliveinse16.com

se16network
We have founded a network of local businesses and organisations in SE16 to help
customers shop locally and to encourage businesses to choose local partners to meet their
needs. Get in touch to join the SE16Network shout@iliveinse16.com

iliveinse16 - the magazine
You are holding the second issue of our local magazine giving you news and ideas about
spending your time in SE16. We aim to publish this across SE16 each quarter so Issue 3 will
be due in October 2015. If you want to advertise or have an advertorial, please contact us by
30 August. Find the magazine articles collected at iliveinse16.com/lovese16 and a pdf of the
whole issue.

Galleywall Nature Reserve
Galleywall Nature Reserve is a small
patch of ground on the corner of Lynton
Road and Galleywall Road SE16. It is a
living, breathing part of the urban
environment in which we live. It has
been looked after since 2004 by The
Friends of Galleywall Nature Reserve - a
small group of people originally local to
the area. Although some of them have
now moved away, you will find them at
least once a month on a Sunday from 13pm enjoying the stillness, the birdlife,
the berries and the leaves in a patch just
by the No 1 bus stop.

We have Southwark's only
compost toilet!
The patch of ground was previously
managed as a nature garden by
Galleywall School. Following the closure
of the school, and the take-over of the
building by Southwark Park School,
pupils and staff have been involved in
activities coordinated by the Friends.
Business volunteers from Barclays,
Princes Trust, Soul in the City, and more
recently Deutsche Bank have worked at

the Reserve under the expert eye of Ben
Dewhurst and teams from The
Conservation Volunteers, Lavender
Pond and Russia Dock Woodland. Local
nursery, primary and secondary schools,
ThamesReach Bondway, City Hope
Church, and 16th Bermondsey Scouts
have over the years all contributed to
the maintenance and design of the
garden.
In autumn 2014, Galleywall Nature
Reserve hosted a series of Forest School
sessions for 8 children from Southwark
Park School. Forest School is an outdoor
education movement based on
Scandinavian practice and steadily
gaining popularity across the UK.
Visit iliveinse16.com/LOVESE16 to read
the rest of the story.
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Pull Out
and Keep

greener se16

BY Rotherhithe and Bermondsey
in Transition (RABIT)

greener se16
Rotherhithe and Bermondsey
Initiative in Transition (RABIT)

We wanted to create a resource that
makes it easy for you to discover all the
local places that help make us a more
resilient and sustainable community.
This map is the start of that resource;
from green spaces where you can eat,
taste and grow your vegetables to local
sources of renewable energy, from local
community centres where you can
connect, gather and create to the
Thames foreshore where you can forage
and discover. Our hope is that as we
bump into each other enjoying what we
have we will begin to dream about what
could be.... ways to catalyse the
localisation of our economy, ways to
produce our own energy and ways for
the community to take ownership of
their assets. It's all on your doorstep to
be explored.... And as you explore be
inspired about the small changes you
can make that will add up to something
awe-inspiring and strong.

Rotherhithe and Bermondsey In
Transition (RABIT) consists of local
people who are passionate about
finding alternative ways of doing life
that will strengthen our community,
increase our resilience and mean that
we and the generations after us can live
happier and healthier lives. It doesn't
have a constitution or members. It is
about action and alliance, sharing and
supporting.

I Live in SE16 is a local volunteer
initiative that publishes a magazine,
runs a website and holds events to
bring people together and give us all a
sense of pride in what SE16 has to offer.
For more information email
shout@iliveinse16.com or visit
iliveinse16.com

Big Picnic 2015
Sunday 7 June proved an amazing day –
both for the great sunny weather but
also in SE16 for the packed park full of
families enjoying a shared picnic in King
George’s Field. The day was organised
by a dedicated team of volunteers who
had been working away with the Council
and local businesses since March. All the
kids were welcome to take part in
activities ranging from volleyball to face
painting, football to French cricket. At
the same time, neighbours from across
the area got to know each other over
picnic goodies. About 350 people came
along during the afternoon (13:00-16:00)
and the whole day was blessed with
fantastic sunshine.

Thank you to all those who contributed
to a successful day and especially to
those who planned and plotted for
months to make it happen. If you would
like to see another next year, please do
get in touch and you can join the
planning group. Just email
shout@iliveinse16.com and we will link
you up.
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Helping out your community
Many people want to help make SE16 a
better place but often don't know where
to start. Here are a few of the many
opportunities to use your time and effort
to help local organisations grow and
work with people to realise their
ambitions. All these roles are unpaid.
Please let us know of opportunities in
SE16 that might feature in our October
issue.

Time and Talents
www.timeandtalents.org.uk
Contact Sam Dottin 020 7232 5669
samdottin@timeandtalents.org.uk
Information Support Befriender
1-2 hours each visit, at least one a week.
Carrying out an initial visit with an
Advice Worker to assess the needs of an
older person. Following this visit, you
will spend quality time with an older
person getting to know them.
You will be supported throughout the
process. Training provided. You must be
able to commit for at least six months.

The Brunel Museum
brunel-museum.org.uk
Contact Claire Goodwin 020 7231 3840
claire.godwin@brunel-museum.org.uk
Volunteer Museum Assistant
10:00-13:30 or 13:30-17:00
Welcoming visitors to the Museum and
providing a friendly front-of-house
environment. Responsibilities include
opening and closing the museum,

delivering a short introduction to the
museum, fielding enquiries in person
and over the phone, processing
admissions and selling merchandise.

The Salmon Youth Centre
salmonyouthcentre.org
Contact Jim Guild 020 7394 2444
jim@salmonyouthcentre.org
Youth Work Volunteer (evenings)
Working with children and / or young
people (ages 6 to 19) in a club
environment and as a part of a team of
volunteers and staff.
No skill required but if you have skills
these will be put to good use.
A police DBS check will be required.

Surrey Docks FArm
surreydocksfarm.org.uk
Contact Gemma Hooper, Community
Projects Manager
gemma@surreydocksfarm.org.uk
Farm Produce Support Volunteer
Wednesday 10:00–15:00
Farm Produce is a weekly training
project for adult students with learning
disabilities, who use produce from the
farm in cooking and craft work.
Volunteers provide one-to-one support
to enable students to complete
activities. We're looking for someone
who is enthusiastic, supportive, patient
and committed to working with adults
with learning disabilities. Experience
with cooking or crafts is useful.

10 Reasons to spend in SE16
Here at I Live in SE16, we are big fans of
all things local – our local parks,
charities, venues, churches, schools and
businesses – and we think it makes sense
for local people to spend time and their
hard-earned money (or benefits) with
independent businesses. What’s so good
then about shopping local? Why all this
song-and-dance about spending in SE16?

Keep money in the neighbourhood
Studies consistently show that locallyowned businesses recirculate more
money back into the local community
than chain stores per square foot
occupied. And that works for all sorts of
local businesses like accountants,
window-cleaners and plumbers.

Embrace what makes us different
SE16 has distinctive qualities that make
it special for those who live, work and
play round here. Where we shop, where
we eat and hang-out all makes the area
feel like home. If we want to live
somewhere that looks and feels the
same as everywhere else, we wouldn’t
live here!

Get better service
In a local business, you know the person
serving you and they know you. They
understand the products they are selling
and they take time to ensure you get just
what you want. If things go wrong, you
know who to talk to!

Create and keep good jobs
Small local businesses employ more
people than the corporations and they
create more job growth too. They are
less likely to up stakes and move
elsewhere and take those jobs with
them.
Visit iliveinse16.com/LOVESE16 to read
the rest of the story.
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We have tried to make this a magazine for everyone in SE16 - a hard task! If you want to raise a concern, please write
to shout@iliveinse16.com. We welcome your feedback.

the thames path
Bermondsey and Rotherhithe sit
alongside one of the greatest rivers in
Europe, the River Thames. And along
that river runs one of sixteen National
Trails, the Thames Path. Running from
the source of the Thames near Kemble
in Gloucestershire to the sea at the
Thames Barrier at Charlton, the Thames
Path is 184 miles (294 km) long and
passes through rural counties to the
east of London into the very centre of
the capital. As it follows the course of
the Thames, the route is fairly flat and
people of all ages and abilities are able
to enjoy walking or cycling it. Opening in
1996, the Path is managed by a
Management Group who are part of
Natural England who publish a fiveyearly management strategy and on a
day-to-day basis the Path is supported
by a small team of National Trails staff
and volunteers based in Oxford.
When the Path enters London, its course
on the bank of the Thames is diverted to
some extent away from the waterside to
avoid ancient (and some modern)
developments. Getting to and from the
Path is pretty easy when compared to

other National Trails as transport links
along the Thames are well-developed.
Walkers can take a stroll for an
afternoon or be more ambitious and
walk the full length of the Path – and all
the options in between! Along the full
length, the Path is signposted to ensure
no one gets lost along the way. Now
many people in Bermondsey and
Rotherhithe have never walked the Path
– so perhaps this can be an
encouragement to venture out and see
for yourself why we get so many
appreciative visitors on their way
through!

Visit iliveinse16.com/LOVESE16 to read
the rest of the story.
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the desire machine - Arbonauts
Rotherhithe is about to be host to an
extraordinary show – The Desire
Machine – that’s taken two years to
build the creative ideas, partnerships
and the team. Uniquely it is designed for
performance in Brunel’s Tunnel Shaft.
Helen Galliano and Dimitri Launder are
the core team of the Arbonauts, a
Southwark-based theatre company who
have created this much-anticipated
event centred on the extraordinary
space that is the Shaft. I met them
during rehearsals.
‘We like to retain a sense of mystery and
intrigue,’ says Dimitri about their
approach to promotion. ‘If we give too
much away, our audience comes with
assumptions and preconceptions that
can limit their imagination. But we can
certainly say that it will be an experience
for all your senses. We are working with
some very experienced artists such as
Lee Berwick who is experimenting with
an ambitious soundscape for the
evening. We certainly found when we
ran some secret showings last
September that it came across really
well.’

So where has the piece come from?
Helen told me about the three months
of research and development that has
gone into The Desire Machine. ‘We got
into discussions with the Brunel
Museum about using the space after
coming across it on an Open Houses
weekend.
Visit iliveinse16.com/LOVESE16 to read
the rest of the story.
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What’s on in SE16
Find the up-to-date listing online at iliveinSE16.com
If you are holding a non-weekly public event, please take a moment to drop us a line to let
us know. shout@iliveinse16.com

july
2-3 July
Pop Up Opera – L'Italiana in Algeri
Thames Tunnel Shaft, Brunel Museum
19:30-22:00
Tickets: £20 + booking fee

18 July
The Ada Salter Garden – a tour
Southwark Park
13:30
Free

4 July
Bermondsey Carnival
Southwark Park
12:00-20:00
FREE

19 July
3 Special Places – Guided Walk
Canada Water Station
11:00
Free

4 July
Zumbathon – Charity Event
Salmon Youth Centre
13:30 Registration 14:00 Zumbathon
£10

22 July
Kosmos Ensemble – TunedIn London
Sands Film Cinema
19:45
Tickets: £14 + £1 booking

8 July
Kamao Quartet – TunedIn London
Sands Film Cinema
19:45
Tickets: £14 + £1 booking

26 July
Mum2Mum Market
Bacon's College
10:00-12:00
Entry: £2

11 July
Rotherhithe Festival
King George's Field, Lower Road
11:00-20:30
Free

29 July
The Hidden Story of St James
Walk with Gary Jenkins
St James Church
19:45-21:30
Local History Society
Free - members only

11 July
Summer Fair
Harris Academy Bermondsey
12:00-16:00
Small admission charge
14-25 July
The Desire Machine by Arbonauts
Thames Tunnel Shaft, Brunel Museum
20:00
£25 full price; £15
for local residents and concessions

31 July
SE16 Hour MeetUp
Adam & Eve
19:30
Free
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Health
& Beauty
Canada Water Studios, Vancouver House, Surrey Quays Road, London, SE16 7BW

Indian Head Massage
Pregnancy Massage
Deep Tissue Massage

Aromatherapy
Reflexology
Body Scrubs

Manual Lymph Drainage
Environ Facials
Waxing

£15
Discount*

0203 6060 494

bodytonicclinic.co.uk

£15

bodytonicUK

Discount

Health
& Beauty

off your 1st 60 or 90 minute Environ facial using this voucher*
*Not to be used in conjunction with any other offer.
This voucher must be presented & appointments booked online. Offer ends 30th September 2015.

